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From the President's Plume  

ABC – The Club of Unity 
 

First of all let me wish you all a very happy and fulfilling 
new year ahead. Needless to mention that we had a 
successful and fruitful year 2013 as far as ABC 
Toastmasters club is concerned. Every member of our club 
especially the office bearers have contributed selflessly to 
that cause. So it gives me immense pleasure in thanking 
each and every member of our club. It is indeed my duty 
and responsibility to thank specially our honorable 
Assistant Division Governor (Marketing) DTM Cyprian 
Misquith and our dear Area Governor TM Alexander 
Sequeira for rendering their unending guidance and 
support. I also extend my sincere thanks to our founder 
president TM Louis Pereira and past president TM 
Sankaran Nambisan for their continuous tips and clues. 
 
It is also the time to cherish the success of our club’s 
annual picnic. It turned out to be a grant success which 
was indeed a feather in the cap of all our club members 
and gaveliers. That event has particularly shown the unity 
and the bondage of our club members which was evident 
throughout that day. We have worked as a well-oiled 
machine. Three cheers for the club members in general 
and the management committee in particular. 
 
We were the first club in Area 67 to have completed the 
club contests on 2nd and 9th of December. In Area contest 
which was held on 21st February, our efficacious 
Toastmasters proved their mettle by winning first place in 
Humorous speech, second place in Table Topics, and third 
place in International and Evaluation contests. Two of our 
club members will be representing the Area 67 in the 
Division ‘L’ contest which will be held on 21st of March. The 
support and guidance provided for these events by our 
Mentor DTM Cyprian Misquith and Area Governor TM 
Alexander Sequeira are remembered gracefully. 
 
Now, the next event on the anvil is Division and District 
contests. So it is not to be forgotten that we need to 
support our club, area and division contestants throughout 
these events. Only our support and guidance can take 
them to their next level. So far we are moving in the right 
direction with regard to DCP points. But it is the duty of 
each member of our club to bring in more guests so as to 
get new members to our club. Getting new member is like 
killing two birds with one stone. We gain DCP points and 
the membership strength of the club improves, in turn 
weekly attendance becomes more. Let’s all resolve to 
make our club the number one in District 20 and add 
another feather to our hat.  
 
Happy Toastmastering. 

 
Harwin Gabriel CC CL 

President & Ambassador 

 

From the Past President & Area Governor's Desk 

Leaders work to shine 
 

Dear readers! The most challenging assignment is facing the 
audience! Compare yourself before joining toastmaster club 
and after being in the club for some time, you would have 
noticed marvelous improvement within you. This can only be 
realized when a guest joins any one of the toastmasters club 
available in quick reachable area. 

 
Fellow toastmasters, I joined the ABC Toastmasters Club in 
2009 and in 2013 I have become the Area 67 Governor, 
District 20. I could go through with this journey and achieve 
this milestone due to the overwhelming support from the 
area 67 clubs, top level leaders guidance and advice as well 
as personal determination to achieve these enjoyable and 
unforgettable memories. 

 
Great success is when you look back at your life and the 
memories’ make you smile. Toastmasters read something no 
one else is reading, think and deliver speeches no one else is 
delivering, and do something no one else is doing. When you 
really love someone age, miles, height and weight are just 
numbers that’s how I took all my life challenges in a very 
unique way. Always work hard in silence and let success 
make the noise!! 

 
The Area 67 contests were conducted in a very 
commendable way the the performance of the participants 
was outstanding. The Division ‘L’ speech contests are 
scheduled for the 21st of March 2014 and the DTAC is 
scheduled from May 15th to 17th at the Ritz Carlton Al Bustan 
Palace Hotel in Oman. This is one of the most exciting 
leadership event that is conducted by Toastmasters at 
District 20. Many are involved in different levels of planning, 
structuring the event, management and yet many are to 
join, if you are one out of them looking for a great 
opportunity this is the right time to show up your talent and 
join the team. Opportunities are endless, developing 
leadership is not an easy task utilize the proper resource to 
structure your future, success will come behind you when 
you drive out your own devil from your thoughts. “The devil 
is time wasting”.  

 
I conclude by saying fellow toastmasters, today you have 
made me leader so that I can work for the Toastmasters 
fraternity, tomorrow I will pass on this work for others to 
Shine.  

 
Happy Journey Toastmasters. 
                                               
                                              Alexander Vincent Sequeira ACS,ALB 
                                              District 20, Division L,                                
                                              Area 67 Governor 
                                              avsequeira@hotmail.com 
                                              Mobile:98474649. 

 

http://www.abctoastmasters.webs.com/
http://www.toastmasters.org/
mailto:avsequeira@hotmail.com
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THEORY AND PRACTICE 
 
We often think theory or practice which is most 

essential in our life. Application of theory in practice 
can be illustrated by an example of a person 
treading through a thick forest at night. He can’t 
find his way forward in such a situation without the 
help of torch or navigation system which is 
synonymous to using theory in practice to make 
sense of things and find our way forward. 

 
In a machine shop, let us consider two 

individuals working in the same department. One is 
a fresh mechanical engineer from college who 
makes the estimation and costing for a particular 
job. He makes all this based on what he learned 
from engineering college. But upon application, the 
actual time and cost exceed the estimate prepared 
by this engineering graduate. While on the other 
side there is an experienced foreman who could 
make nearly an accurate estimation purely based on 
his experience and not based on theory. 

 
This means theory without practice is not going 

to work. But on the other hand practice makes 
things happen. It does not mean that theory is 
extraneous rather a theory is evolved and practiced. 
If we watch the activities of the foreman, we can 
see that he is using some theories which he learned 
from his experience. Hence we cannot 
underestimate the significance of theory. Therefore, 
we can say that an engineer after few years of 
experience combined with his formal education 
could be doing very well. In other words we can say 
that when theory and practice go hand in hand, it 
becomes a winning combination. 

 
Toastmasters Club is a platform where our 

manuals are theories and speeches or other roles 
are practices. Make use of this platform so that you 
are able to achieve the results you had set out. 

 
                               

Sankaran Nambissan, ACB, ALB 
                             Past President 

                             ABC Toastmasters Club 
Counselor – ANA Gavel Club of Muscat 

                             GSM 00 968 93201148 
                                       sankaran3@gmail.com 
 
 
 

 Our Future Leaders 
 
January 24th, 2014 was a memorable day for 
ANA Gavel Club of Muscat and ABC Toastmasters 
Club. Our Gaveliers created history with their 
great achievements by winning several awards at 
the Oman Gavel Clubs Contest-2014, which 
made both the Club and members of ANA Gavel 
Club of Muscat and ABC Toastmasters feel proud. 
Out of Eight Semifinalists of our club, Seven 
Gaveliers made it to the finals in various 
categories through their better performance by 
overcoming a tough challenge from 57 other 
contestants of 12 Gavel Clubs. This success made 
them more confident and helped them to perform 
better at the finals. The high quality of their 
performance kept them above all other 
contestants, which resulted in winning 5 awards 
out of 12 in total at the all Oman Gavel Club 
Speech Contest.  Now, out of five, three 
Gaveliers have qualified to the District level 
contest, which is highly commendable. 
 
One cannot become a leader without hard work 
and dedication. That is how our Gaveliers set an 
example to others, by saying hard work, 
dedication and commitment would surely bring 
success. They applied the true leadership 
qualities for their success, by listening to the 
expert advice and guidance of senior 
Toastmasters. Understanding the leadership 
requisites at this tender age and applying the 
same into life, surely would help them to become 
successful leaders. 
 
A Quote : “Contests inspire everyone, including 
the audience and compel us to be better leaders 
and speakers”  

                                       Samuel D’Silva                
Counselor ANA Gavel Club of Muscat 

 

Appreciation 

The wonderful performance of the Gaveliers 
would not have been possible without the hard 
work of the Counselors. TM Samuel D’Silva has 
dedicated his life and hard work for the past 3 
years, with the increase in membership and the 
quantum of work involved, TM Sankaran was 
added as another Counselor to assist him. 

Well done Counselors! 

                             Cyprian Misquith, DTM 

 

mailto:sankaran3@gmail.com
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What makes life so endearing? 

 
What makes life so endearing? Is it the quantum of 
bank balance, material possession in the form of 
palatial mansion, luxury car, highly paid job, bunch 
of servants, lavish lifestyle or the soothsayers 
always singing your glory? I guess, it is subjective 
and the perception could differ from person to 
person on varying perspective. 

 
Perhaps, it is a combination of several factors that 
culminate making life so endearing.  You are 
fortunate to have been born in a hamlet amongst 
the innocent village folks.  Being born and brought 
up in the lap of Mother Nature, absorbing the 
natural innocence of the village folks was 
spontaneous. Imbibing the innocence of the village 
life has made life so endearing. The experience of 
the enchanting village life, the romantic monsoons, 
and a childhood spent amidst the majestic coconut 
palms and the mesmerizing paddy fields makes life 
endearing. The reverberations of the melodies of 
the cuckoo bird make life endearing and fascinating. 

 
As the Bard has put it “Life is a tale told by an idiot 
full of sound and fury, signifying nothing”.  Yet life 
has just two things – challenges and opportunities. 
It is easier to succumb to the pressure of facing the 
challenges and much easier to let the opportunities 
slip away.  When you stand up to life with 
determination, will power and against all odds, you 
become much stronger, mentally tougher, and the 
challenges metamorphoses into opportunities.   Life 
becomes endearing when you convert those 
opportunities into achievements! 

 
When life has threatened to run you over leaving 
none or nowhere to turn for solace, your values and 
beliefs stood firm and you never let them go away.  
It makes life endearing that you did not give up and 
with single-minded devotion, faced the vicissitude 
and turbulence of life with fortitude, and achieved 
more strength by making you mentally tough. Life 
does not disappoint the hard fighters! 

 
Life is endearing when you are living for the people 
around you. Here again life gives you two options – 
live for yourself or live for others. The former is 
much easier.  However, living for others requires 
lots of commitments, compassion, empathy, 
sacrifice and willingness to forego your own comfort 
zones, likes and dislikes.   

 
 

                                                               Continued over…….. 

 
 

To suffer and see others suffering is unbearable.  
They call it fate or destiny.  And to erase the 
writings of destiny is not the sort of things which 
we the ordinary beings are capable of.  However, 
it makes life endearing that we can certainly 
partake or reduce the suffering of the fellow 
being with a kind word, gesture or showing some 
empathy.   
 
In the long journey of life, several people would 
cross your path, by chance or by design.  Some 
of them would be merely passersby while some 
would have passed by, leaving behind some 
transient impact in your life.  And yet, some 
would have entered into your life as true friends, 
meteorically building the friendship and capturing 
your heart and imagination, living there for  a 
long time having exchanged some of the most 
memorable, fascinating and finest moments in 
your life.  It makes life endearing that you don’t 
have any grudge or ill-feeling when they decided 
to part ways for no reason, leaving you perplexed 
and benumbed. 

 
You are on this planet for a reason; to play the 
assigned role to the best of your capabilities and 
to leave an indelible mark on the sand of time.  
Life makes endearing when you realize that the 
path travelled by you in fulfilling your role has 
been impeccable and not at the altar of 
compromising your beliefs and values. 

 
If your sacrifice can lighten up the spirit of the 
differently-abled, deprived lots and under 
privileged, and can feed the hungry, then the 
purpose of your life’s mission is accomplished.  
Life then makes more endearing! 

 
And as you bow to touch the feet of elderly and 
your parents as a mark of respect and also to 
obtain their blessing and grace, the sight of your 
grown up children also following suit, makes life 
endearing, as you can be assured that the values 
that you uphold are safer in the new generation. 

 
 
 

TM Mohan Anandan CC CL 
Secretary  

ABC Toastmasters Club 
 
Teacher: John, why are you doing your Math 
Multiplication on the floor? 
John: You told me to do it without using the 
Tables. 
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The Donkey with Green Glasses 

"In the middle of Parable Land lived a donkey of 
medium age. He looked like a donkey … acted like a 
donkey … and sounded like a donkey. The unusual 
thing about him was that he wore a pair of bright 
green glasses, which he found while grazing, and 
thought they suited him very well. His behavior was 
very normal, except for when he met one of the 
other animals. The reaction was alarming; he went 
into a state of sheer panic and demanded they seek 
urgent medical help. 
 
"Faced with such alarm, they usually did and always 
received a clean bill of health. It seemed that the 
trouble was those sunglasses. Everyone who was 
seen by the donkey looked very sick indeed."2 
 
In a similar way we all wear tinted lenses that have 
been formed and shaped by past experiences that 
cause us to see things "not the way they are but 
the way we are."  
 
Counselors and communicators call this "selective 
distortion." 
 
What we need to do is to look into a "relational 
mirror" so we can see the colored lenses we are 
wearing and the distorted view of life and of others 
that we have. This takes great courage and can be 
rather threatening. We can truly overcome "the 
donkey with green glasses syndrome," Here's how: 
 
Look at your overreactions, for whenever we are 
overreacting to a given situation, we are seeing 
things through colored lenses and are reacting on 
the basis of unresolved past issues.  
 
Find a trusted, non-critical friend whom you can ask 
to point out to you whenever you are overreacting 
and are seeing things through past negative 
experiences. 

Ask God to face you with the truth about yourself, 
and help you to see your colored lenses, and,  
 
 
If we do this, our relationships and all of life will 
improve dramatically. 
 

                                                  Dr Selvarani 
ABC Toastmasters Club 

 

 
FAILURE, A STEPPING STONE 

TO  SUCCESS 
 

“Success is stumbling from failure to failure with 
no loss of enthusiasm” said Winston Churchill. 

 
While success brings worldly recognition, failure 
transforms our inner world by refining our 
personal attributes.  Failure helps us to reinvent 
ourselves to suit the demands of success. 

 
It takes lot of courage to accept the failure, yet 
not to lose the enthusiasm! Most of us don’t 
know how to manage a failure. When you peek 
into today’s successful people, you will learn that 
their achievements are studded with major 
setbacks. What kept them going through is their 
passion. From failures they learn to invent their 
own methods of overcoming it. 

 
Learn the technique to release your frustration, 
because if you live with frustration, failure lingers 
in life. Exploit that time to foster faith and 
patience. You will see that mind regains its focus 
and clarity. Mind begins working on different 
other possibilities and it is the sign of success. 
Thought is powerful form of energy. You can for 
sure affect your own situation in a positive 
manner through thought process. 

 
Success is the very process of working 
persistently through to the end. Facing failure 
helps us to identify our shortcomings. It gets you 
to explore your hidden strength, which enables to 
overcome your weaknesses. In other words, 
failure is an opportune moment to question your 
ability, reflect on your working methods and 
retool yourself for better productivity. Failure is 
not a failure, but it is stepping stone to success. 
And success is not a destiny, it is a journey. 

 
                                                                                                  

Jyothivas CC 
                     VPE, ABC Toastmasters Club 

                                GSM 00968 92357524 
               E-mail:-  jyothivas@rediffmail.com 

 
 
Wife: Do you want dinner? 
Husband: Sure, What are my choices? 
Wife: Yes and No. 
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LEADERSHIP 

“Before you are leader, success is all about growing 
yourself. When you become a LEADER, success is all 
about making others a LEADER”, My message is all 
about finding success through choices that we make; 
it’s about forming the right habits and taking the right 
action.  
If you want something in life, you are responsible for 
getting it, no one else. Just understanding that 
principle is accepting complete responsibility for our 
life, for good and the bad. And when I say 
responsibility, take responsibility for the bad because 
when we blame others, for problems or circumstances 
that we perceive negative, we blame other people for 
our negative experiences in life for giving up the 
control over who is going to fix those problems in our 
life. But we accept responsibility, we keep control.  
This is important in the Leadership, it’s important to 
focus on the good things and understand that there is 
good in everything. 
Anybody can be a leader; it’s a matter of forming the 
right habits and taking the right action and habit of 
making the choices over and over and over again And 
tells our sub-conscious can replicate those choices, 
without even thinking about it. They become us. !! 
 How many of you here have ever met a passionate 
Leader, ever had a passionate leader. I'm not talking 
about crying sunset guy, I'm talking about the Leader 
who comes into work and he is so pumped up and 
everything about his job he loves, he loves the 
products, he loves the marketing, he even memorised 
the mission statement. This guy did. Do we know 
people like that? That we need to become. Because 
when you are passionate that’s contagious, passion is 
contagious. It lifts people up, motivates people and 
inspires people.  
 In leadership position free up time focus on your 
people, focus on what they need, do you know that one 
of the top ten things that employees look for in their 
employer is that they acknowledge them and people 
just wanted to know that they are making a difference. 
Everybody wants to know that they are making a 
difference. One of the best Leader that I ever had in 
my life, he would tell me when I was doing something 
wrong, but he wouldn't shout at me, he wouldn't be 
mean to me, he wouldn't criticise me, he would tell me 
what I was doing wrong, tell me how to fix it, and then 
I would fix it. And then when he got it, he would call 
me up give praise, and praise me twice as much he 
would do the criticism. That was one of the best 
LEADER I had ever had. 
 Compliments payoff tenfold; Compliment the people, 
 Another point which I wanted to mention here be 
charitable, I didn't meant just charitable with money, I 
mean charitable with TIME, and with THOUGHTS, with 
ACTIONS.  
If you want to accomplish your goals, don't ask how 
can I make my people accomplish this goal. You ask 
how can I inspire my people to want to do themselves 
to catch my vision. 
 So as LEADERS we need to be constantly growing, 
learning  and doing things that build up the character 
and strengthen it. 
 And that is what LEADERSHIP is all about. 

TM DON ASHOKAN, CC - SAA, ABC 
TOASTMASTERS CLUB 

List of winners of ANA Gavel Club at 
Club level & Oman Gavel Club Contest 
International Speech 

  Name of the 
Gavelier 

Club 
Contest 

Oman Gavel 
Club 

Contest-
Semifinal 

Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest 
- Final 

Sherwin 
Edward 
D’Silva 

Winner Winner-
Group B 

Winner 

Evelyn 
Francis 

1st 
Runner-
up 

1st Runner-
up 

  

Joel Prem 
Lobo 

2nd 
Runner-
up 

    

B. Evaluation 
 

Name of 
the 

Gavelier 

Club 
Contest 

Oman Gavel 
Club Contest-

Semifinal 

Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest - 
Final 

Evelyn 
Francis 

Winner Winner-
Group A 

2nd 
Runner-

up 
Shawn 
Elton 
D’Silva 

1st 
Runner-
up 

    

Joel 
Prem 
Lobo 

2nd 
Runner-
up 

1st Runner-
up 

1st 
Runner-

up 
 

B. Humorous Speech 
  Name of the 

Gavelier 
Club 

Contest 
Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest-
Semifinal 

Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest - 
Final 

Nandini 
Balachandran 

Winner Winner-
Group B 

2nd 
Runner-

up 
Smrithi Natan 1st 

Runner-
up 

    

Joel Prem 
Lobo 

2nd 
Runner-
up 

    

D. Table Topics 
  Name of the 

Gavelier 
Club 

Contest 
Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest-
Semifinal 

Oman 
Gavel 
Club 

Contest - 
Final 

        

Meghna Lijo Winner Winner-
Group B 

Winner 

Evelyn 
Francis 

1st 
Runner-
up 

Winner-
Group A 

  

Joel Prem 
Lobo 

2nd 
Runner-
up 
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DTM Cyprian Misquith Interviewed by TM Karthikeyan & 
TM Mohan Anandan on his successful achievement of 
receiving DTM award. 

 
1. Share your feelings in a few sentences on 

getting the DTM award especially the proud 
moment of being the first DTM of Division 
L. 
 

It is like a dream come true, being in Toastmasters 
from 2003 onwards, I used to think the journey 
towards becoming a DTM is too long and I may not 
achieve it, however, I worked my way slowly but 
surely and here I am being called a DTM. A great 
feeling, it’s like getting a doctorate in public 
speaking. 

 
2. Founder member of our club, Club 
President, Area Governor and now Assistant 
Division “L” Governor Marketing and a 
continuous association with various clubs in 
Oman.  Could you briefly describe this 
fabulous journey? 
 
I was a simple Toastmaster, until an opportunity 
came along in the Mangalorean community – MCCP 
in 2008 wherein a previous Toastmaster and 
Mentor, Mr. Clarence Pinto the then President of 
the Association asked TM Donald Pinto and me to 
conduct ‘TASTE THE TOAST’ program which was 
basically conducted on the lines of Toastmasters 
Youth Leadership Program for 6 weeks. There were 
6 members from this program who followed up 
with me to form a club. ABC Toastmasters Club 
was born on 24th June 2009, I took up the 
President ship in the second year of it’s formation, 
while during the first year my job as sponsor and 
mentor of the club was to get in members for the 
club and coach them.  
 
I was elected as Area 67 Governor (2012-2013) 
and I am proud to mention, the team’s hard work, 
dedication and passion towards Toastmasters 
making Area 67 the number 1 Area at District 20. 
 

As ADGM for Division “L” my main focus is to 
bring in more members in the Toastmasters 
Fraternity, we have already got 3 new clubs 
during this year and some more are in the 
making at Division “L’.  
 
3. Please tell us about some of the 
Major Challenges faced by you in this 
journey.  

The major challenges that I have faced during 
my journey are forming a new club and coaching 
the members, supporting them with their 
speeches and motivating them to carry on and 
to take up greater challenges in life. 

4. Personal life, Work and Toastmaster. 
How do you balance it.  

My wife Gladys, a teacher by profession has been 
very supportive on the personal front. When I 
first came to this beautiful country, Oman I was 
involved in playing the Oman Cricket League on 
the weekends. When I gave up playing cricket in 
2005, she was happy, little did she realize that 
my Toastmasters journey will eat up a lot of time 
not only during the weekend but during the 
week.  
 
Work wise, I do not attend to messages during 
the official work timings, it is planned after 
working hours and mostly I operate from home. I 
always tell people, you do not require the latest 
gadgets in life, but a structured way of 
communication with people that will help you as 
a Toastmaster. I have even been able to prove it 
with Area 67 reaching the number 1 position at 
District 20 and mind you as Area 67 Governor did 
not communicate through a mobile phone. Being 
a Toastmaster, I need to be alert, presentable 
and friendly. 

 
5. Imagine a life without toastmasters, 

what and how life would have been or 
could have been for you? 

 
After joining Toastmasters, you cannot imagine a 
life without Toastmasters, the principles and 
methods will remain with you until death. 
 
If I had not joined Toastmasters, I would still be 
the person not wanting to meet people and talk 
to them. I would not be able to perform on stage 
because of the fear of public speaking. I have 
lived my life with my wife for so long, but my 
voice was appreciated after joining Toastmasters. 
I would like to mention that you may have talent 
which is not recognized on the personal front but 
will surely be recognized in Toastmasters 
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6. In your opinion describe the Mentor-
Mentee relationship in the Toastmaster 
Fraternity and its advantage for fellow and 
prospective toastmasters.  

I feel this association brings out the true 
communication between 2 individuals and it’s for 
the betterment of both the individuals. The mentor 
is able to express his leadership skills, while the 
mentee is learning the art of public speaking and 
will grow up in the Toastmasters Fraternity. I would 
always like to be a mentee all my life, as I feel that 
the learning process in a person never stops. 

7. New Division in Oman? How is the 
future of Toastmasters from here on? 

Toastmasters has a great scope in Oman and that 
was proved last year under the leadership of TM 
Yasser Sulaiman, Division “D” increased from 21 
clubs to 31 clubs, thus being able to form a new 
Division “L”. I am also confident that our hard 
working Division “L” Governor, DTM Srikumar Pai 
for the current year is working hard and from 14 
clubs at the beginning of the term, 3 new clubs 
have already been formed and more are in the 
making before the end of his term. 

Toastmasters has a very bright future in Oman, as 
the people are friendly and are willing to improve 
upon their personality development skills. 

8. What advice would you like to give to 
Prospective Toastmasters and Gaveliers of 
Oman? 

Prospective Toastmasters are individuals who are 
highly motivated and would like to see a change 
within themselves. It is for the experienced 
Toastmasters to groom themselves and inspire 
them to join the Toastmasters movement.  

Gaveliers are our future toastmasters, they should 
be given the opportunity, umpteen number of times 
to mould their public speaking skills which will help 
them become confident, methodical and allow them 
to choose a career where they will be able to excel 
in the paths they have taken. Thus being successful 
entrepreneurs or employees in life. 

 

 

9. What are the three key words according 
to you, best describe the characteristics 
of a Leader? 

DESIRE to set a TREND in your MIND, should be 
the characteristics of a leader. One should have a 
desire to do something special in life, you should 
be the change you want to see in others, thus 
being able to set a new trend in what ever you do 
and that aspect should be continuously relayed 
by your mind to everyone present around you. It 
should leave people to attain the goal you have 
set and better it in the years to come. 

                                     Thank you & best of 
luck for your future endeavors DTM. 
  
Perspective and Persistence 

 
Speaking to Thomas Edison, before Edison 
discovered how to make an electric light bulb 
work, a young journalist asked, "How come you 
keep trying to make an electric light when you 
have failed so many times. Don't you know that 
gas lights are with us to stay?" 
 
"Young man," Edison said, "I have not failed but 
successfully discovered 6,000 ways that won't 
work!". 

 
Quotes- Collection by Dr Selvarani 
 

When you blame others, you give up your 
power to change - Robert Antony 

  
God used beautiful mathematics in creating 

the world - Paul A M Diral 
  
In mathematics fractions speak louder than 

words - Aron 
  
Mathematics is the key and door to sciences - 

Galileo 
 

Change will not come if we wait for some 
other person or some other time. We are the 
ones we've been waiting for. We are the change 
that we seek. - Barrack Bema, US President 

  
Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you 

will never cease to grow - Antony J D Angelo, 
Author 
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Lighter moments with our Family members on our 4th Annual Picnic at a Farm House Near Barka.  
Date: November 29 2013.  

 

 
4th Annual Picnic (29.11.13) 

 
4th Annual Picnic (29.11.13) 

 
4th Annual Picnic (29.11.13)  

4th Annual Picnic (29.11.13) 

 
Kids enjoys the swim   

Group Winners?? 
 

 
Barbeque Preparation-Ta(O)ste masters  

 
Award 
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Ana Gavel Club of Muscat Gaveliers and Our Club Toastmasters  Extra ordinary Performance at Oman Gavel 

Club Speech Contest and Area 67 Speech Contest- Congratulations. 
 

 
Sherwin Edward D'Silva receives award from Lt 

Dist Governor TM Yaser Suleiman for International 
Speech 1st Prize Winner.  

 
Meghna Lijo receives award from from our Divison L 

Governor TM Sri Kumar Pai for Table Topics 1st Prize 
Winner 

 
Anna Gavel Club Winners 

 

 
Evaluation Contest Winners 

 
Area 67 Humorous Speech Contest 2014 TM 

Harwin 1st Prize Winner  

 
Area 67 Table Topics Contest 2014 TM Lijo Thomas 

2nd Prize Winner & TM Ashwyn Kumar 3rd Prize Winner 

 
Area 67 International Speech Contest 2014 TM Harwin 3rd 

Prize  Winner 

 
Personal Achievement By TM Saji Joseph on Dec 11 2013 Convocation 
Photo- Degree of Master of Science in International Management.  
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Achievements during October 2013 – February 
2014 
 
Mock Club Contests 
 
The Mock Club Contests for International Speech 
/Table Topic and Humorous/Evaluation were held on 
28 October and 4 November 2013 respectively. 
 
Club Picnic 
 
The Club Picnic was held on 29 November 2013, at a 
farmhouse near Naseem Garden, which was attended 
by 67 members. 
 
 
Officers Trainings 
 
Second Officers training was held on 7 December 
2013 at NTI which was attended by TM Harwin, TM 
Jyothivas, TM Don & TM Mohan Anandan. 
 
 
Club Contest 
 
The Club Contests were held on 2 December and 9 
December 2013 respectively.  The winners list  
follows, 
 
Int. Speech   :-     1. TM Harwin            2. TM Mohan 
Hum. Speech:-     1. TM Harwin            2. TM Louis  
Evaluation     :-    1. TM Suranga          2. TM Neston 
Table Topic   :-    1. TM Lijo Thomas     2. TM Ashwyn             
Kumar 
 

 
Continued over....... 

Area Contest 
 
Area 67 contest was held on 21 February 2014 at 
Golden Oasis Hotel at Wadi Kabir. Winners List follows 
 
TM Harwin Gabriel - I prize Humorous & 3rd prize for 
International speech 
TM Lijo Thomas – 2nd prize  at Table Topic contest 
TM Ashwin Kumar – 3rd prize at Table Topic contest 
  

CC,CL TM Mohan Anandan, 
 Secretary 

                                          ABC Toastmasters Club 
 
Passage  to the New Experience 

 
NEW CLUB MEMBERS 

 
The following new members have joined ABC Toastmasters 
club 
 during the period of Oct 2013  to Mar 2014: 
 

Sl.No. Member 

1 TM Parag Zoting 

2 TM Nysam Haneef 

3 TM Lijo Thomas 

4 TM Abraham Thomas 

5 TM Arun Kumar Roy 

6 TM Dinesh Ishwar Singh 
 
 
The total club membership currently stands at 35. 

 
CC,TM Jyothivas VS 

 Vice President-Education 
  ABC Toastmasters Club 

  
The Executive Committee 

 
ACS, ALB, Alexander Vincent Sequeira: Past President,  CC, CL, Harwin Gabriel: President,  

 CC,TM Jyothi Vas: Vice President- Education, TM Naveen Krishna Kanchan : Vice President -  Membership, 
CC,G Karthikeyan Gurusamy   : Vice President - Public Relations,  TM Vijendra Mohnot : Club-Treasurer, 

 CC,CL Mohan Anandan : Club Secretary,  CC,TM Don Ashokan Eraserry: Sergeant at Arms 
 

Mentor and Sponsor   
DTM George Thomas – Division L Advisor 

DTM Cyprian Sebastian Misquith – Assistant Division Governor L - Marketing   
 

Other Members  
TM Jose Chacko, ACG, George Meladan Thomas, ACS, CL, Louis Pereira, ACB,CL Sankaran Nambissan, CC, 
Dilip David Correa, CC, Saji Joseph, CC , Ashwyn Kumar, CC, Suranaga Udeshini Ranasingha, TM Samuel 
Francis D’silva,  TM Mahendar Yeshwanth Banodkar, TM Srinivasan Madhavaraman, TM Binoy Paul Pyanath, 
TM Satish Harilal Bhanusali, TM Aiyju Kunju Pyanath, TM Vinod Kumar Sahadevan,  TM Dr Selvarani 
Murugasen,  TM Leena Francis, TM Suhaila Ali Al Abudawani, , TM Jayakumar A.C,  TM Khurram Kamal. 

 
ABC Tidings - The Editorial team  
Publishers            : DTM Cyprian Misquith 
Editor                    : CC, Karthikeyan Gurusamy  
IT Support            : TM Vijendra Mohnot 
Photographer       :  CC Don Ashokan  Eraserry. 

ABC Toastmasters Club Members meet every Monday 
from 8  pm to 10 pm at Divine Restaurant Upper Party 
Hall. For details and assistance, kindly contact:  
 DTM Cyprian Sebastian Misquith at 248 17904 
or  ACS, CL Louis Pereira at 99884921  
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